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Calculations concerning a filter. 
The followin~ calculations were performed on behalf of the N.SoF•> 
O.C.Lll 1r.j Hilversum and according to data given by Mr. Irani. 
'rhe work c-onsisted of two main parts: calculations of some inte-
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'rhe calculation or the integrals can be performed in two wa~·s: 
1. by putting w sn u 
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see L.M.Milne-Thomson: Jacobian 







For I w 
• 
+ i C. C • 
Due to the period 1c i ty ,:,f .· · u. > the logarithm ie zero for.J »·'11 1 . 
C was computed from 
• 
Next Z ',"' · '~"las computed as function of u = sn - · · , a11d the points 
u where I•w equals 2111~ 41" 1> 61t 1 were interpolated. Afterwards 
the values of w in these points were found. 
2. The second way of finding the Je w -values is by computing the 
integrals in · 1 · numerically. This can easily be done after the 
' . 
subs ti t,.1tion v = ·· 1 - w. The coefficient C was obtained fr·om the 
condition I1 ··•· 71t 1, and the values ofw where I equals 2l't1, 4"K1, 
61t i were obtained by 1nter·polatin6 in the table made of I .·(,J .· as 
.function ofw. 
The answers of both ways were the s ·. · •··. : 
= 211 i 
F . 'Jio \ I I ■ .. .....,4 ...... . 
and the real part inc1'eaaea from O to 11. 79. 
I 
c .. .,~ 3. 225.a 




This was ro11n·d by· nun1erical 1nte~ration. It was cheeked by doing 
it twic~. It was possible to check it in a aimil.ar manner as above-» 
but the tra11seendental equations, 3 became much more complicated. 
From u,> • 1 . 25 to w ·· ~ the real pa.rt of I w · remains cons,tax·,t 
.. 
b·tlt the imaginary part decreases from 711' 1 to 41\ 1. Now the point 
·. . . •. . ¥·- . ·. .. . 1 
toW,•"and the 1ma,gtnary .·•.··•.rt was -3Tt1., so Im I• • -4W:1 ae it ~ 




and f were constructed as folloi:·;s: 
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0 10 n + 1 ; n ·v·1as computed from the condition 
30. 
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Now the roots of the polynomial 
fot1nd by the method of dividing out real quadratic forms See Milne: 
Numerical Analysis3 p. 53 o 




+ oj21908 i 
+ 0,20743 i 
+ o., 18584 i 
+ 0,06969 i 
g has those zeros of 
f has those zeros of 2 f :J that lay in the lower halfplane plus 
w 
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